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FOREWORD 
This Final Technical Report covers the work perfonned under Contract No. NAS 1-
18784 in Task 2 - Probabilsitic Analysis- from March 1991 to December 1993. The 
work was accomplished by the Northrop Grumman Corporation under the sponsorship of 
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Vrrgima 23681-0001. Mr. H. Benson Dexter 
was the NASA LaRC Contracting Officer Techmcal Representative, and Dr. C. C. Charms 
of NASA Le RC was the Technical Advisor. 
Key personnel associated with the program and their respective areas of 
responsibility are: 
J. A. Suarez ............................ Program Manager 
L. H. SobeL........................... Structural Mechanics 
C. Buttitta ............................... Structural Mechanics 
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1 OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY 
1.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
The overall objective of the Novel Composites for Wing and Fuselage Applications 
(NCWFA) program IS to integrate innovative design concepts with cost-effective 
fabncation processes to develop damage tolerant structures that can perform at a design 
ultImate strain level of 6000 IDlcro-inchlmch. The specific objectives are as follows: 
1 . Develop optimum wing design concepts that utilize high performance fiber 
architectures to achieve improved damage tolerance and durability, hIgh 
notch strength, and increased out-of-plane load capability. 
2. Develop integrally stiffened fuselage bulkhead concepts that minimize 
fabricanon cost and eliminate skin/stiffener separatlon failure modes. 
3. Explore textile processes such as automated weaving, knItting, and stitching 
to achieve affordable mtegral skinlstiffener structures. 
4. Explore resin transfer molding processes and hybrid graphite/thermoplastic 
fiber forms for cost-effecnve fabrication of primary wing and fuselage 
structural components. 
5. Conduct tests to validate structural performance and correlate test results 
WIth analytical predictions 
6. Develop and verify probabilistic analYSIS methods for composIte materials 
and structures. 
1.1.1 Program Definition 
ThIs program IS dIvided mto the followmg six major tasks: 
Task 1 - Novel Wing Design Concepts 
Task 2 - Probabilistic Analysis 
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Task 3 - Cross-Stiffened Subcomponent 
Task 4 - DeSign Guidelines! Analysis of Textile 
Reinforced Composites 
Task 5 -Integrally Woven Fuselage Panel - Common 
Structural Test Component (CSTC) 
Task 6 - Computational Methods TESTBED Validation. 
1.1.2 Objectives of Task 2 - Probabilistic Analysis 
THE NASA Lewis Research Center has been developing the IP ACS (Integrated 
Probabilistic Assessment of Composite Structures) computer code for the probabilIstic 
analysIs of composite structures. Under the technical guidance of Dr. C. C. Chamls of 
NASA LeRC, Northrop Grumman's objectives for the probabilistic task consist of: (1) 
applying IP ACS while It was in an evolving state to analyze the material and structural 
response of laminated composite structures, (2) validating IP ACS by comparing its 
predictions With test results, (3) modifying IP ACS to perform structural relIability 
analysis, and (4) making suggestions, from an industnal user's perspective, to the 
developers to help make IPACS more user-friendly, to improve Its methodology, and to 
embody practical conSiderations. 
1.2 SUMMARY 
ProbabilistIc predictions based on the IP ACS code are presented for the material 
and structural response of unnotched and notched, IM6/3501-6 GrIEp laminates. 
Comparisons of predicted and measured modulus and strength distributions are given for 
unnotched unidIrectional, cross-ply and quasi-isotropic laminates. The predicted modulus 
distrIbutions were found to correlate well With the test results for all three unnotched 
laminates. Correlations of strength dIstrIbutions for the unnotched larrunates are Judged 
good for the umdirectIonal laminate and fair for the cross-ply laminate, whereas the 
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strength correlatlon for the quasi-isotropic laminate is judged poor because IP ACS did not 
have a progressIve failure capabilIty at the time this work was perfonned. The report also 
presents probabilIstic and structural reliability analysis predictions for the strain 
concentration factor (SCF) for an open-hole, quasi-isotropic laminate subjected to 
longitudmal tension. A special procedure was developed to adapt IP ACS for the structural 
reliabIlity analYSIS. The reliabIlIty results show the importance of identifying the most 
significant random vanables upon WhICh the SCF depends, and of having accurate scatter 
values for these variables. As part of the IP ACS assessment effort, about 100 documented 
suggestions and comments, made from an mdustrial user's perspective, were tranSmItted to 
the developers to help make IPACS more user-fnendly, to embody practical 
considerations, and to suggest improvements m the basic methodology. 
It is noted that this report fonns the basis of a paper entItled "ProbabilIstic & 
Structural Rehability Analysis of Laminated Composite Structures Based on the IP ACS 
Code", which was presented at the 34th SDM Conference, held at LaJolla, California, 
April 18-21, 1994 
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2 INTRODUCTION 
TradItional detenmnistic design methods do not directly account for uncertamties m 
the desIgn variables (material properties, boundary conditions, etc.), which are treated as 
being single-valued. Uncertainties in the design variables are hidden under a blanket of 
factors-of-safety and, indirectly, so is the possibility of failure. However, real-world 
design variables are mherently random in nature, that IS, each variable assumes a spectrum 
of values rather than being smgle-valued. Modem probabilistic design methods directly 
account for uncertamnes m the design variables and their effects on the response variables 
(stress, etc.), whIch are also random. Furthermore, these methods recognize that there is a 
finite possibilIty of failure, Pf; indeed, design criteria can be established based on an 
acceptable prescnbed value of Pf. Clear dIscussions of these basic probability notions are 
given by Haugen and Wirching (Ref. 1). 
ProbabilIstic analYSIS methods are especially needed for composite materials which 
have more intnnsic variables than metals due to their heterogeneity, and are subjected to 
vanablhty dunng manufactunng. Efficlent probabllIstic analysls of laminated composlte 
structures may be performed using the IP ACS (Integrated Probabilistic Assessment of 
CompOSIte Structures) code (Ref. 2) probabilistIC code recently developed by Sverdrup 
Technology, Inc. under a contract with NASA LeRC. Basically, IP ACS synergistically 
combmes the PICAN probabilisnc code (Ref. 3) for material (point) response with the 
NESSUS probabilIstic code (Ref. 4) for structural response (see Figure 1, adapted from 
Ref. 5 where this figure is described 1D detail). PICAN and NESSUS are based on ICAN 
(Ref. 6) and MHOST (Ref. 7), respectively, for performing deterministic analyses, and on 
FPI (Ref. 8) for rapidly conductmg probabilistic analyses. The relationship between these 
various codes IS depIcted in FIgure 2 . 
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The present probabilIstic task, which was initiated when IP ACS was still in an 
evolving state, involved assessing IP ACS in addition to applying it to composite 
structures. The assessment effort, which loosely may be called "shaking out the code", 
resulted in much feedback and interaction between the industrial user and the developer, 
and constItuted a SIgnificant portion of the total effort. About 100 documented suggestions 
and comments, made from an industrial user's perspectIve, were transmitted to the 
developers to help make IPACS more user-friendly, and to embody practical and theoretical 
computational conSIderatIons. We belIeve that this is a worthwhile way to proceed for 
assessmg an evolving code that is nearing completion. 
Typical results obtaIned from applying IP ACS to predIct material and structural 
responses are described m this report for IM6/3501-6 GrIEp unnotched and notched 
laminates. SpecIfically, the report compares IP ACS predicted material response 
distributIons WIth Northrop Grumman's test results for the unnotched specimens*. The 
report concludes with a discussion of structural reliabIlIty results for the notched laminate 
based on our adaptation ofIPACS to perform reliability analysis. 
2.1 The IPACS Code 
The input to IP ACS includes mean values, standard deVIatIons and assumed 
distributIons for the followmg material and structural deSIgn variables (equivalently called 
primitIve variables or random vanables herem): (1) 29 constItuent (17 fiber and 12 matrix) 
propertIes, (2) 4 fabrication variables (Ply thickness & orientation, fiber & void volume 
ratios), (3) geometry (coordmates of nodes), (4) boundary conditions (spring constants), 
(5) loads (pressures and nodal forces), and (6) environmental effects (nodal temperatures 
* Stnctly speakIng, these predIcted dtstnbubons were obtained from PICAN before It was embedded m 
IPACS, however, for SImphClty, we refer to all results presented here as bemg IPACS results 
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and mOIsture content). Table 1 lists the statistics of the input material design variables that 
are relevant to the analysis of the IM6/3501-6 GrIEp laminates considered here. All 
structural design variables were assumed to be determmistic. 
Based on uncertainties in the design vanables, IP ACS computes means, standard 
deviations, probability density functions (PDF), cumulative distribution functions (CDF) 
and probabilistic senSItivity factors for (1) material properties at the ply and laminate levels 
and (2) structural responses (displacements, stresses, strains, buckling loads and 
frequencIes) at the structures level. The distributions may be computed from three 
probabilIstic methods: the primItive variable (PV) method, the hierarchy (HY) method, and 
the traditional Monte Carlo method. A pnmary difference between the PV and HY method 
is that the PV method uses the Fast ProbabilIty Integrator (FPn for the probabilistic 
structural analYSIS at the structures level only, whereas the HY method uses FPI at the 
laminate level as well as at the structures level, as described more fully in the IP ACS user's 
manual (Ref. 2). Analysis results In Figures 3 to 8 are based on the HY method, whIch 
was the only method available when those analyses were performed, and the remaining 
probabilIstic figures are based on the PV method whIch, to us, appears to be more 
rigorous. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
IP ACS was used to predict probabilistic tensile modulus and strength distributions 
for longitudinally-loaded coupon specimens that were tested at room temperature as part of 
the GriEp Control Surfaces Program. Predicted and measured cumulative distribution 
functions (CDF)** are compared here for the longitudinal tension modulus (ECII) and 
strength (SCXXT) of [0]8 unidirectional, [0/90]4s cross-ply, and [0/45/90/-45]s quasi-
Isotropic lanunates. The strength predlcnons were obtained from two failure criteria, one 
based on Chamis' combined-stress criterion (Ref. 9) and the other on the maximum 
Uniaxial stress cntenon. IP ACS does not have a progressive failure criterion. Analyses 
were performed usmg the followmg analysis options: (1) a linear response surface option 
(MVFO, see Ref. 10) m whlch each response variable (e.g., modulus) is assumed to vary 
linearly with the random vanables, and which corresponds to retaining only linear terms in 
a Taylor series expansion of the response variable about a suitable expansion point The 
expansion point is taken to be the mean value of the random variables. The n + 1 
coefficients in the lmear relationship, where n is the number of random variables, are 
obtamed by perfomllng n + 1 determmlstlc solutIons, one solution IS based on the mean 
values of the random variables, and n solutions correspond to perturbmg each of the n 
random variables m tum about its mean value; (2) a quadratic response surface option 
(MVSO, see Ref. 10) m which incomplete quadratic terms (no coupling) are retained in a 
polynomial representation of the response variable. Following a procedure similar to that 
of the linear option, the coefficients of the constant, lInear, and quadratic terms in the 
polynomial representation of the response function are obtained from a least squares 
solunon; and (3) the convennonal Monte Carlo method, which is "exact" (within the 
** The value of the CDF value correspondmg to a spectfied value of ECll, for mstance, represents the 
probabllIty that ECll wlll be less than or equal to that value. 
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framework of the detenninistic equations used in IP ACS) for a sufficiently large number of 
simulations, but which IS consIderably more costly than the other two options. Based on 
considerations of tum-around time and memory limitations, It was found that 1000 
simulations presently represents the practical maximum number of simulations that could be 
handled on Grumman's Cray computer, although it is possible to run IP ACS for a larger 
number of simulations. All Monte Carlo results for the unnotched laminates are based on 
1000 simulations. Companson of these results with those for a smaller number of 
simulations reveals that 1000 SImulations provides essentially converged results, except 
possibly m the left tail. 
It IS noted that in the origmal versIon of PIC AN, the detennmistic material response 
module of IPACS (see FIgure 2), was based on the lInear MVFO method. Grumman has 
recommended that two addItional methods be included in IP ACS to improve the accuracy 
of the probabilistic predictions: the quadratiC MVSO method, which has been included, and 
the advanced mean-value (AMV) method, described below, which the IPACS developers 
plan on implementmg. Thus, at the time the current work was performed only the MVFO 
and MVSO methods were available. However, the accuracy of the COF predictions 
obtained from the MVFO and MVSO methods detenorates with probabilIty levels away 
from the mean, especIally for response functions that are highly nonlmear functions of the 
random vanables. The accuracy of the MVFO or MVSO results at a specified probabilIty 
level can be improved by performing a response function update (or "move") based on the 
"most probable point" (Ref. 10) values of the random variables found by either of the two 
mean value methods. This updating procedure is referred to as the advanced mean-value 
(AMV) method (see Ref. 10). It is remarked that the current verSIon of IP ACS no longer 
provides the MVFO lInear analysis method. 
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3.1 CORRELATION OF ANALYTICAL & EXPERIMENTAL STIFFNESS 
& STRENGTH RESULTS FOR UNNOTCHED LAMINATES (MATERIAL 
OR POINT RESPONSE) 
3.1.1 Unidirectional Laminate 
As already mentioned, IP ACS requires input of fiber constItuent properties. 
However, due to the practical difficulty of testing indiVIdual fibers, it is more practical to 
begm at the level of urudirectional tape tests and "backfigure" equivalent fiber properties 
USIng the micromechanics equations upon which IPACS is based. For example, 
longitudinal fiber modulus, Ef1l, was computed from the experimental mean for the 
correspondmg ply modulus, Eply 11, according to the rule-of-mixture's equation 
Enl ... (Eplyll - kmEm)/kf 
where km and kf are matnx and fiber volume ratios, respectively, and Em is Young's 
modulus for the matrIx. ThIs and SImilarly determined constituent properties were then 
used in the probabilIstIc analysis of a number of laminates. Because of the backfiguring, 
lmearly predIcted and measured mean values must agree for the umdlrectlonallaminate, as 
is eVIdent from an exammatIon of Figures 3 and 4 for the COFs for ECII and SCXXT, 
respectively. 
FIgure 3 shows that the predicted CDFs for ECII based on the hnear, quadratic 
and Monte Carlo analySIS optIons are close and agree well with the test results for the 
unidirecnonallaminate. Note that the scale employed in this and subsequent similar 
figures exaggerates percent differences. For instance, the analysis predictions at the 50% 
probabllity level dIffer by only 0.3%. Figure 4 compares predicted and experimental 
COFs for SCXXT (both strength criteria provide identical COFs for this lammate). The 
close agreement m slopes of the COFs in the VIcinity of the median infers that the POFs 
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would also agree well in this vicinity. At a COF of 10% in the lower tail, whIch 
corresponds to a probability of SUrvIVal of 90% used in the detennination of B-basls 
allowables, the predicted value of SCXXT is only 3% higher than the experimental value. 
3.1.2 Cross-ply Laminate 
As with the unidirecnonallaminate, the three analysis methods predict vIrtually 
. 
idenncal COFs for the tenSIon modulus EC11, as may be seen from FIgure 5. Close 
exammation of the figure discloses that the shapes of analytical and expenmental COPs are 
similar for the lower half of the COF. IP ACS underestImates the experimental mean value 
ofECll by 3%. Strength COPs for the cross-ply laminate are compared in FIgure 6. We 
first dISCUSS the analytical results before comparmg them with the test results. The three 
leftmost curves are hnear, quadratic and Monte Carlo predicnons for SCXXT based on the 
first-ply combmed-stress failure criterion, whereas the three rightmost curves correspond to 
analysis results predIcted by the maximum uniaxial stress criterion. For the fonner 
cnterion, the quadratic COF agrees well with the Monte Carlo COF, WIth deviations 
occurring in the tails. The shapes of the three analytIcal curves obtamed from the maximum 
umaxial stress criterion are SImilar, with the linear and Monte Carlo mean values differing 
by 2.9%. Intulnvely, one expects that failure of a sixteen-ply cross-ply laminate with an 
equal number of zero and nmety degree plIes should occur at a strength value that IS slightly 
larger than one-half the strength value of the corresponding eight-ply unidirectional 
laminate, as is confinned by the IP ACS results through comparison of the nghtmost curves 
in Figure 6 for the cross-ply laminate with the corresponding curves in Figure 4 for the 
unidirecnonallammate. This expectanon is also conftnned in Figure 6 by results obtained 
from Grumman's deterministic progressive failure code, STRX (Ref. 11), whIch uses a 
modified HIll-von Mlses combmed-stress critenon. The symbol WIth the solId tnangle on 
the nght of the plot is STRX's progressIve failure predicnon, whlch is plotted at the 50% 
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probabilIty level and whIch is seen to agree with the IP ACS results. It is also observed that 
the first-ply failure prediction obtained from STRX (solid circle on the left of the figure) IS 
in good agreement With the IP ACS results based on the combined-stress cnterion (note that 
STRX and IP ACS use different combmed-stress critena). Based on this discussion, one 
would expect the experimental mean strength for the cross-ply laminate to be about one-half 
that for the correspondmg unidirectional laminate. However, comparison of test results in 
Figure 6 and Figure 4 reveals that the cross-ply laminate strength is less than half that of the 
unidirectional laminate. This anomaly in the test data is under study. 
3.1.3 Quasi-isotropic Laminate 
From the modulus results presented in Figure 7 it is seen that analytical and 
expenmental distributions for ECll agree well with respect to shape, and have mean values 
that differ by only 5%. Compansons of strength results are given in Figure 8, which is 
similar to the preViously descnbed Figure 6 and, hence, some of the comments pertaining 
to Figure 6 apply to Figure 8 as well. The Monte Carlo prediction based on the maximum 
uniaxial stress failure cntenon differs by 3% from the linear analysis prediction. Also 
shown m the figure are STRX deterministic first ply and laminate failure predictlons. 
STRX's first ply failure prediction IS in agreement with IP ACS's combined-stress 
predictions. The lammate failure strength predicted by STRX agrees well with the test 
results and IS less than IPACS's maximum uniaxial strength prediction. It is to be recalled 
that IPACS does not have a progressive failure capabilIty. 
3.1.4 Probabilistic Sensitivity Factors 
There are a number of sensitiVity measures that can be used to "screen" or reduce 
the number of random (design) variables and attendant tests. For deterministic structural 
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analYSIS, the most commonly used measure is the structural sensItivIty, avaxI, which 
gIves the change in a structural response variable, Z, due to changes in the random 
variables, Xi. This concept can be extended to the case of probabilistic structural analysis 
by use of "probabilistic sensitivity factors", aj, which depend on both the structural 
sensitivity and the uncertainties in the random variables, as characterized by their standard 
deviatIons. The absolute values of al range between 0 and 1. Large values of aj identify 
the most Important random variables that have the greatest influence on the uncertainty of 
the response, and Infer that it mtght be beneficial to obtain improved statistical data or to 
lighten design tolerances for these Important variables. Conversely, small values of aj 
IdentIfy the least Important random variables and, hence, accurate statistical data is not 
needed for such variables. It is also noted that random variables with low structural 
sensitivity (weak structural variables), but WIth large uncertaintIes (scatter), may have 
probabilislic senSItIVIty factors that are more important than those for strong vanables with 
small scatter. Thus, the probabilistIc sensitivity factors provide designers and analysts with 
valuable information for making design improvements and for establIshing test 
reqUirements. 
The probabilistic sensitivity factors are given by (see Refs. 12, 13 for details) 
a} -- O'} , az) j ax} {x} 
In which the denvatives are evaluated at the "most probable pOint", {X}*, described 
below, a} is the standard deviatIon of the random van able Xj, and the aj are normalized 
such that 
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It IS worth mentioning that the probabilistic sensitivity factors are a natural by-product of 
second-moment probabilistic methods (Ref. 13) used to detennine probability estimates for 
a specIfied value of the response variable. In the probability space of the reduced random 
variables, it can be shown that the ai are the dIrection cosines (as Implied by the above 
equation) of a minimum-distance vector (safety index) from the origin to a pomt on the joint 
probabIlity density function corresponding to the limit state Z - Zo , where Zo is the 
specified value of the response variable. This point closest to the origin is called the most 
probable point, or "deSIgn point", because it gives the values of the random variables that 
are the ones most bkely to occur for the specified value Zo (see Ref. 12). 
Figure 9 gives ai for one of the material response variables, the longitudinal 
modulus, EC11, for a 24 ply, quasi-isotropic, JM6/3501-6 GrIEp laminate (this laminate 
has a different number of plies from the one considered previously). EC11 was assumed 
to vary with the following nine random variables with specIfied statistics (mean, standard 
devianon, distribunon): fiber longitudmal and transverse moduh, fiber density and volume 
ratio, matrix Young's modulus and density, void volume ratio, ply orientation and 
thIckness. FIgure 9 shows that fiber longitudinal modulus and fiber volume rano are the 
dommant random vanables for EC 11. It is worth nonng that IP ACS also determines ai at 
the structural response level. 
3.2 ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR NOTCHED LAMINATES 
3.2.1 Probabilistic Analysis of an Open-hole Specimen 
The open-hole specimen considered has been proposed as an industry standard by 
the Composite Matenals Characterization, Inc., a national consortium of which Grumman 
is a member. The 24 ply, [±45/90/0hs' quaSI-Isotropic specimen is 12.0" long between 
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tabs, 1.5" wide, and has a 114" hole located at 5" from one end. Detenninistic results for 
the axial stram concentratIon factor (SCF) are given in Figure 10, which also displays the 
fImte element model. The fIgure shows that a fIner mesh is used in the region containIng 
the critical pomt, ~, where fallure analysis is performed accordmg to Grumman's failure 
analysis procedure, and a coarser mesh is used outside tlus region to reduce computer tlme. 
The location of the point ao IS determined experimentally from longttudinal tension coupon 
tests on open- and fIlled-hole specimens includIng countersunk holes, and represents the 
distance over wlnch the material must be critically stressed in order to fInd a sufficient flaw 
size to imtiate failure (see Ref. 14). IPACS results for the axial strain concentration factor 
m the regIon of interest are m excellent agreement with predIctIons obtained from 
Grumman's boundary element method (BEM) code. It appears that dtscrepancies m the 
analytIcal predIctions outside of this region are due to the relatively coarse mesh used in the 
IPACS fInite element model. Also shown in the figure is Savin's closed-form solution, 
SCF .. 3, for an infimte, quasi-Isotropic plate. The IPACS solutIon for the fInIte width 
plate (width/diameter = 6) is shghtly higher, as expected. IPACS probabilistic predictIons 
for the axIal strain concentration factor (SCF) are displayed in Figure 11. The two IPACS 
curves in the figure are CDFs determined from: (1) the primitIve vanable based method 
(PV) optIon in IP ACS, which uses Wu's Fast Probability Integration (FPI) algonthm (Ref. 
8), and (2) the conventional Monte Carlo method using 250 simulations. As mentioned 
earlier, the PV method IS based on the simulation of uncertainties at the structural response 
level (Le., the SCF) dIrectly in terms of uncertainties in the fiber, matnx and fabrication 
related variables at the lowest (pnmItive) level. The nine pnmitive variables are fiber 
longitudmal and transverse modulI, fIber denSIty and volume ratIO, matrix Young's 
modulus, void volume ratIo, and ply orientation and thickness. Each variable, such as 
matrix modulus, m each of the 24 plies is assumed to be fully correlated from ply-to-ply to 
reduce the total number of independent random variables and attendant run time and output. 
Examination of Figure 11 reveals that the CDF based on the PV method agrees well WIth 
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the Monte Carlo CDF. It is noted that the PV method requires 4(9)+1 - 37 "smlUlations" 
(detenninistic firute element solutions) corresponding to perturbing each of the nine random 
vanable by ± one and ± two standard deviatIons, in addition to performing the determimstIc 
finite element solution at the mean. These finite elements solutions are needed to evaluate 
the coefficients in a quadratic representation of the strain concentration factor in terms of the 
primitIve variables. In contrast, 250 Monte Carlo simulations were used to obtain a CDF 
that appears to be converged or nearly converged, as may be deduced through comparison 
of results, not shown, for 100 and 250 slffiulations. However, the PV method of analysis 
was found to be almost an order of magnitude faster than the Monte Carlo solution. 
Besides, the PV method prOVIdes the important probabilistic sensitIvity factors (as does the 
HYmethod). 
3.2.2 Structural Reliability Analysis of an Open-hole Specimen 
The general objective of structural reliability analysis is to obtain the probability 
of failure given by 
Pf = P[g(X) ~ 0] = P[(R(X) - SeX)) ~ 0] 
In other words, the structure will be considered to have faIled if its "resistance" or 
"strength", R(X), is less than Its "stress" or "applied load effect", Sex). In the above 
equation, g(X) -= R(X) - Sex) is termed the response function or limit state function, and 
X is a vector of primitive random variables. For the specific case of the open-hole 
speCImen considered here, the "stress", SeX), is taken to be the axial strain, Ex,ao' at the 
critIcal location, ao ' where failure analYSIS IS performed, as described above. The 
"strength", R(X), is the failure strain of an unnotched, unidirectional laminate made from 
the same GrIEp matenal as that of the open-hole specimen. This is the strain that is used at 
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ao accordIng to our failure analysis method. These definitions of R, S and g are 
summanzed in Table 2, which contains other pertinent information. 
A procedure has been formulated and implemented that permits IP ACS to be used 
to predict structural reliability for open-hole specimens under longitudinal tension loadmg. 
The procedure (described in detail in Appendix A) involves (1) modlfying the IPACS code 
to create output files containing previously generated IP ACS data, (2) post-processIng this 
data outside of IPACS, and (3) executIng FPI outside of IPACS to detemune the 
probability of failure, Pf (or reliability .. I-Pf). This procedure was applied to a different 
open-hole speCImen than the one considered previously. The 24 ply, 
[±45/90102/±45/02/±45/0]s open-hole speCImen IS 5.50" long between tabs, 1.00" wide, 
0.127" thIck, and has a 3/16" centrally placed hole. Three open-hole specimens with 
conventional holes were tested and the correspondmg failure loads were recorded. The 
average of the three faIlure loads, denoted as Pfail' was applied to the IPACS model of the 
open-hole speCImen. The following primitive variables were selected: fiber longitudmal, 
transverse and shear moduli, and fiber POIsson ratio; matrix Young's modulus and 
Poisson ratio; fiber and void volume ranos; and misalignment angle for each of the 24 
phes. The fiber and matnx properties as well as the two volume ratIos were assumed to 
be fully correlated m each of the 24 plies to reduce the total number of independent random 
vanables and attendant run time and output. The 24 misalignment angles were assumed to 
be fully uncorrelated to reflect the actual laminate layup process. 
As indIcated by the last hne in Table 2, the probability of failure, Pf' was computed 
for a number of different values of the dimenSIOnless load levels, A, where A - P/Pfail' 
The results so obtamed are dIsplayed in FIgure 12, in which the open-circ1e symbols define 
the load levels employed and m whIch normal probabihty axes are used to more clearly see 
the probabilIty of faIlure predICtIOnS in the important left tail regIon. These results were 
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obtained using the Monte Carlo option in FPI. A number of spot-checks were also made 
using the Advanced Frrst Order Reliability Method option of FPI, and good correlation was 
found in a comparison of values of Pf predicted by the two analysis methods. The average 
test failure load and a design allowable load are indicated on the figure. Followmg 
industrial folklore for the present case in which there aren't enough test results to obtain a 
B-basis allowable, we arbitrarily take the deSIgn allowable load to be 80% of the average 
test faIlure load. Assuming the structure is designed up to the design allowable load, which 
corresponds to a zero margin of safety, we see that the probability of failure is 20 tnnes in a 
milhon. Thus, we see the payoff in performing probabilistic analyses: we obtain additional 
Important information -the probability of failure- that analysts and designers can use to 
help assess the adequacy of a design. Alternatively, if a probability of failure level is 
speCIfied accordmg to a reliabilIty design criterion, then Figure 12 can be used to 
detemnned the corresponding load level. 
FIgure 12 shows that Pf vanes linearly with the dimensionless load level over the 
range of probabIlity levels considered, thereby mrucating a normal distribunon*. Thus, it 
is straIghtforward to determine the following statistics from the figure: mean value Jl -
10.92 kIps, standard devIanon a .. 0.585 kIps, and coefficient of variation COY - 5.4%. 
These statisncs are employed in FIgure 13, which IS a re-plot of Figure 12 using lInear 
scales, to obtain the vertical bands that represent the mean and ± one-a and ± two-a 
deviations from the mean. The width of each one-a band, expressed as a percent 
difference relative to the mean, is the COY .. 5.4%. Thus, the figure reveals the 
encouraging result that the three test failure loads fall all within a one-a band. 
A brief parametric study was performed to determme the effect of scatter in an 
important random vanable, fiber tenSIon strength, SIT' on the predicted probability of 
* Stnctly speakIng, tlus IS a "pseudo-dlstnbutlon" because the abSCISsa IS detenmrustlc 
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failure (see FIgure 14). The two curves in the figure+ correspond to two values of the 
coefficIent of variatIon (COV) for SIT: COV - 4.7%, also used in Figures 12 and 13, and 
COV ... 0%, correspondmg to a bounding solution in which SIT IS treated as being 
detenninistic. Examination of Figure 14 shows the importance of identifying significant 
random variables (the prevIously discussed probabilistic sensitivity factors are especially 
useful in thIS respect), and of having accurate scatter values for these varIables. For 
instance, arbitrarily taking the dimensionless load level A .... 95, which corresponds to the 
last computational point, we observe that treating SIT as being determmistlc would imply 
that the probability of failure is about one chance in one thousand, whereas more properly 
treatIng SIT as bemg random results in failure occumng eight times in one hundred. 
+ Note that the two curves cross at PlPfall - 1.026, and not at unIty, because Rmean'Smean - 1.026 (see 
Table 2) 
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4 CONCLUDING REMARKS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
The major conclusions of this report are: (1) Good correlation was found in a 
comparison of predicted and measured longitudinal modulus distributions for the 
unnotched unidirectional, cross-ply and quasi-isotropic laminates, (2) Correlations of 
strength distributions for the unnotched laminates are judged good for the unidirectional 
lammate and farr for the cross-ply laminate, whereas the strength correlation for the quasi-
isotropic lammate IS Judged poor because IP ACS did not have a progressive failure 
capabilIty at the time the present work was performed, (3) For the cross-ply and quasi-
ISOtroPIC laminates, the linear response surface representation is accurate for the predIction 
of the modulus dIStrIbutions, ECll, and inaccurate for the prediction of strength 
distrIbutions, SCXXT, based on the combined-stress criterion. This is because SCXXT 
vanes more nonlinearly with the random variables than does ECll. (4) It is very important 
to IdentIfy the most significant random variables upon which the response depends, and of 
having accurate scatter values for these variables, and (5) IP ACS presently provides a 
powerful tool for the accurate and reasonably fast probabIlistic analysis of laminated 
compOSIte structures. However, for IPACS to realIze its full potentIal, It is recommended 
that IP ACS mcorporate the following:# 
• a progreSSIve failure criterion 
• a fully automated structural reliability capability for components 
• a system relIability capability 
• a "move" or II update" (AMV method, see Ref. 10) optIon, which IS 
needed for accurate probabilistic and structural reliability predictions in the 
important tail regions 
• an expanded element library (presently only one element is available) 
# These recommendatlons were made dunng the tlme when tIns work was perfonned. Smce then, some of 
the recommendatlons may have been mcorporated mto IP ACS by the developers 
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• probabilistic postbuckhng and geometric nonlinear analysis capabilities. 
• an option of inputting data at the ply level instead of at the constituent level 
because, in many cases, reliable statIstical data is only available at this level, 
and because it is very tIme consuming to obtain and interpret constituent 
propertIes obtained from vendors. It would then be necessary to provide a 
method for uncorrelating the various input ply propertIes, because FPI, the 
probabilistic analyzer module of IP ACS, requires statiStIcally mdependent 
mput random vanables. 
Fmally, It is also noted that because thIs work was initIated when IP ACS was 
still in an evolving state, many documented suggestions and comments, made from an 
industrial user's perspective, were transffiltted to the developers to help make IP ACS more 
user-mendly, and to embody practical and theoretical computational consideratIons. This 
part of the validation process which, loosely, may be called "shaking out the code", 
resulted m much feedback and interaction between the industrial user and the developer, 
and constItuted a significant portIon of the total effort. We beheve that this is a worthwhile 
way to proceed for validatIng an evolving code that IS neanng completion. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROCEDURE FOR ADAPTING IP ACS TO PERFORM STRUCTURAL 
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS FOR OPEN-HOLE SPECIMENS 
A.I GENERAL STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
We first use general reliability notation and concepts before specialIzing them to the 
open-hole coupon problem. Only component structural reliability involving a single mode 
of failure is considered. The component will be considered to have failed if its "resistance" 
or "strength", R, IS less than its "stress", S (Ref. 15). The probability of "failure". Pf, can 
be expressed as 
where 
Pf = P[R(X) ~S (Y)] 
... P[R(X) - S(Y) ~O] 
.... P[g(X,Y) ~O] 
g(X,Y) - R(X) - S(Y) 
In these equatlOns, P is the probabilIty operator (P[E] is the probability of event E 
occumng); X and Yare vectors of random variables for Rand S, respectively, with X and 
Y generally havmg some common variables; and g(X, Y) - R(X) - S(y) is termed the 
response function (or limit state function). General methods for solving these equations are 
descnbed in Refs. 15 and 16 and elsewhere. 
A.2 Structural Reliability Procedure for the Open-hole Specimen 
A-I 
We now illustrate the proposed procedure for the specific case of an open-hole 
specunen made from a multI-drrectional GrIEp laminate. For tlus case, the "stress", S(y), 
is taken to be the axial stram, Ex,ao, at the critical locatIon, ao, where failure analysis is 
performed, as descnbed in Section 3.3.1. The "strength", R(X), is the allowable stram of 
an unnotched, umdirectIonallaminate made from the same GrIEp material as that of the 
open-hole specimen. This is the strain that is used at ao according to our fallure analysis 
method. 
The primitIve variable (PV) method described m the IP ACS's user's manual (Ref. 
2) IS well suited for the proposed structural reliability procedure, and only this method IS 
considered henceforth. Then, under the simplifying assumption (which could be relaxed) 
that there are no random vanables at the structural level (i.e., the only random vanables are 
constItuent properties and fabrication variables), it can be shown that R and S have the 
same random variables Y - X. The structural reliability procedure based on thIS 
assumptIon IS descnbed by the steps given below. The procedure uses the FPI (Fast 
Probability IntegratIon) method, Refs. 8 and 16, WhICh requIres that the relatIonshIp 
between each response function (R(X) or SeX)) with X be gIven by an explicIt closed-
form expressIon. SpecifIcally, the closed-form expression is taken to be a quadratic 
polynomial usmg the response surface approach (Ref. 16). 
-Step 1 Obtam Ouadratic Res.ponse Surface RepresentatIon for SOO 
For a specified value of the applied load, P, IPACS is run to obtain the followmg 
(incomplete) quadratic response surface representatIon for Sex), the axIal stram, Ex,ao' at 
the cnticallocatIon, ao· 
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where n IS the number of random variables. The 2n+1 coefficients (30, ai, bi) m this 
equation are obtamed by perfonnmg 4n+1 deterministIc solutions using MHOST, the finite 
element deterministic analyzer of IP ACS: one solutIon is based on the mean values of the 
random vanables X - {Xi}, and 4n solutions correspond to perturbing each of the n 
random variables four times (±1 standard deVIation, ±2 standard deviations) in turn about 
its mean value. The coefficients of the constant, linear, and quadratic terms in the above 
polynomial representatIon are determined from a least squares solution for tlus over-
descnbed system. 
-Step 2 Obtam OuadratIc Res.ponse Surface Representation for SCXXT and ECll 
For tlus problem, R(X) is the failure stram for a longItudinally loaded, unnotched, 
unidirectIOnal lammate made from the same GrIEp material as that of the open-hole 
speCImen. Now, this strain IS not computed directly by IPACS. However, it may be 
determmed from the ratlo of the 10ngItudmai tenSIle strength, SCXXT, and the 
correspondmg modulus, ECl1, both of whIch are computed by IPACS and both of which 
may therefore be expressed by 
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The coefficients in these equations are obtained as described above for Sex) In Step I, 
except that the detenninistic analyses are performed by the leAN module of IP ACS and not 
byMHOST. 
-Step 3 Determine the Limit State Function 
g(X) = Rex) - Sex) .. SCXXT - £ -ECII x,ao 
n n 
(co + L ~ Xl + L diXi2 ) 
_----'l ..... ~-"-l-----Ll=-'nlo......--- - (ae + f al Xi + f biXi2) 
eo+ L ~XI + L fiXi2 i-I i-I 
Is::: I i=l 
-Step 4 Compute the Probability of Failure 
Now that we have an explicit expressIOn for the response function gex) above, we 
use FPI to obtam the probablhty of faIlure; namely 
Pf = P[g(X)~O] = P[(R(X) - S(X»~O] 
correspondmg to the specified value of the applied load P. 
The above steps can be repeated for different values of P to trace out the curve of Pf 
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'rABLE 1 DESCRIPTION & STATISTICS OF INPUT RANDOM VARIABLES USED IN IPACS 
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